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L. Chittaro and R. Ranon, Hierarchical model-based diagnosis based on structural
abstraction
Abstraction has been advocated as one of the main remedies for the computational complexity
of model-based diagnosis. However, after the seminal work published in the early nineties, little
research has been devoted to this topic. In this paper, we consider one of the types of abstraction
commonly used in diagnosis, i.e., structural abstraction, investigating it both from a theoretical
and practical point of view. First, we provide a new formalization for structural abstraction that
generalizes and extends previous ones. Then, we present two new different techniques for model-
based diagnosis that automatically derive easier-to-diagnose versions of a (hierarchical) diagnosis
problem on the basis of the available observations. The two proposed techniques are formulated
as extensions of the well-known Mozetic’s algorithm [I. Mozetic, Hierarchical diagnosis, in:
W.H.L. Console, J. de Kleer (Eds.), Readings in Model-Based Diagnosis, Morgan Kaufmann, San
Mateo, CA, 1992, pp. 354–372], and experimentally contrasted with it to evaluate the obtained
efficiency gains.  2003 Published by Elsevier B.V.
J. Lawry, A framework for linguistic modelling
A new framework for linguistic reasoning is proposed based on a random set model of the degree of
appropriateness of a label. Labels are assumed to be chosen from a finite predefined set of labels and
the set of appropriate labels for a value is defined as a random set-valued function from a population
of individuals into the set of subsets of labels. Appropriateness degrees are then evaluated relative
to the distribution on this random set where the appropriateness degree of a label corresponds to the
probability that it is contained in the set of appropriate labels. This interpretation is referred to as label
semantics. A natural calculus for appropriateness degrees is described which is weakly functional
while taking into account the logical structure of expressions. Given this framework it is shown that a
bayesian approach can be adopted in order to infer probability distributions on the underlying variable
given constraints both in the form of linguistic expressions and mass assignments. In addition, two
conditional measures are introduced for evaluating the appropriateness of a linguistic expression
given other linguistic information.  2003 Published by Elsevier B.V.
M.C. Cooper, Cyclic consistency: A local reduction operation for binary valued
constraints
Valued constraint satisfaction provides a general framework for optimisation problems over finite
domains. It is a generalisation of crisp constraint satisfaction allowing the user to express preferences
between solutions.
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Consistency is undoubtedly the most important tool for solving crisp constraints. It is not only a
family of simplification operations on problem instances; it also lies at the heart of intelligent search
techniques [G. Kondrak, P. van Beek, Artificial Intelligence 89 (1997) 365–387] and provides the key
to solving certain classes of tractable constraints [P.G. Jeavons, D.A. Cohen, M.C. Cooper, Artificial
Intelligence 101 (1998) 251–265].
Arc consistency was generalised to valued constraints by sacrificing the uniqueness of the arc
consistency closure [M.C. Cooper, T. Schiex, Artificial Intelligence, in press]. The notion of 3-cyclic
consistency, introduced in this paper, again sacrifices the unique-closure property in order to obtain
a generalisation of path consistency to valued constraints which is checkable in polynomial time. In
MAX-CSP, 3-cyclic consistency can be established in polynomial time and even guarantees a local
form of optimality. The space complexity of 3-cyclic consistency is optimal since it creates no new
constraints.  2003 Published by Elsevier B.V.
L. Serafini and P. Bouquet, Comparing formal theories of context in AI
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